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Disorder-free localization in translation-invariant gauge theories presents a counterintuitive yet
powerful framework of ergodicity breaking in quantum many-body physics. The fragility of this
phenomenon in the presence of gauge-breaking errors has recently been addressed, but no scheme
has been able to reliably stabilize disorder-free localization through all accessible evolution times
while preserving the disorder-free property. Here, we introduce the concept of Stark gauge protection,
which entails a linear sum in gauge-symmetry local (pseudo)generators weighted by a Stark potential.
Using exact diagonalization and Krylov-based methods, we show how this scheme can stabilize or
even enhance disorder-free localization against gauge-breaking errors in U(1) and Z2 gauge theories
up to all accessible evolution times, without inducing bona fide Stark many-body localization. We
show through a Magnus expansion that the dynamics under Stark gauge protection is described by an
effective Hamiltonian where gauge-breaking terms are suppressed locally by the protection strength
and additionally by the matter site index, which we argue is the main reason behind stabilizing
the localization up to all accessible times. Our scheme is readily feasible in modern ultracold-atom
experiments and Rydberg-atom setups with optical tweezers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Far-from-equilibrium quantum many-body dynamics is
a prime application of today’s quantum simulators [1–3].
With the great level of control and precision achieved

∗ jad.halimeh@physik.lmu.de

in these setups [4–6], fundamental phenomena in many-
body dynamics are now being explored that had been
restricted to the theoretical realm just a few years ago
[7–12].

Among the most fascinating of these is many-body lo-
calization (MBL), which has originally been shown to re-
sult from the interplay of interactions and spatial disorder
in a system (disorder-MBL) [13–15]. This paradigm of er-
godicity breaking has been the focus of a large body of
work, with impressive experimental observations [16–20].
More recently, it has been shown that spatial disorder is
not a necessary condition for MBL behavior to emerge,
and a gradient magnetic field applied to an otherwise
translation-invariant chain of interacting spin-1/2 parti-
cles is sufficient to induce so-called Stark-MBL [21]. From
the perspective of the eigenstate thermalization hypothe-
sis (ETH) [22, 23], it is not surprising that disorder- and
Stark-MBL systems may not thermalize. Indeed, such
models are inherently nonergodic, and can be shown to
host an extensive number of conserved (quasi)local inte-
grals of motion, similarly to integrable models, and this
will prevent thermalization [15, 24]. Moreover, it has
been shown that MBL behavior can still occur in quan-
tum many-body models without any spatial disorder or
inhomogeneity. This can happen when the model hosts a
local gauge symmetry and the initial state is prepared in
a superposition of gauge superselection sectors [25, 26].
Localization may then arise even when the model itself
is nonintegrable, and, therefore, local observables in the
wake of a quench are expected to thermalize. This type of
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disorder-free localization (DFL) has been shown to exist
in various models hosting local symmetries and even in
two spatial dimensions [27–35]. The main mechanism be-
hind it lies in the initial state being a superposition of an
extensive number of gauge superselection sectors, which
dynamically induces an effective disorder via the different
background charges associated with these sectors. Cru-
cially, this emergent disorder is time-independent, be-
cause different gauge superselection sectors do not cou-
ple when the dynamics is propagated by the ideal gauge
theory, making the background charges fully static.

However, it has been shown that DFL is not sta-
ble in the presence of gauge-breaking perturbations [29],
and thus can only emerge under fine-tuned conditions.
This is due to the fact that gauge-breaking errors will
couple the different gauge superselection sectors, effec-
tively rendering the emergent disorder over these sec-
tors time-dependent, which eventually destroys localiza-
tion. Recent works have presented experimentally fea-
sible translation-invariant disorder-free gauge-protection
schemes based on quantum Zeno dynamics that have
demonstrated successful stabilization of DFL up to times
at most quadratic in the protection strength [36, 37].

In this work, we extend these schemes by presenting
Stark gauge protection (SGP), which involves a linear
weighted sum of the local generators or “pseudogener-
ators” [38], where the weights are of a form resembling a
Stark potential, hence the nomenclature. We show using
exact diagonalization (ED) and Krylov-subspace meth-
ods that SGP stabilizes DFL up to all numerically ac-
cessible times at relatively small values of the protection
strength. We argue that this localized behavior is not due
to bona fide Stark-MBL, because (i) the gauge symmetry
itself is stabilized up to all accessible times, (ii) starting
in a translation- and gauge-invariant initial state will in
general not lead to localization, and (iii) SGP does not
include weak disorder or a harmonic potential, which has
been found to be a necessary ingredient for Stark-MBL
[39].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we review the problem of experimentally relevant
gauge-breaking errors and the various schemes to protect
against them, before introducing the concept of Stark
gauge protection. In Sec. III we present our numerical
results for a spin-S U(1) quantum link model (Sec. III A)
and a Z2 lattice gauge theory (Sec. III B). We conclude
and provide an outlook in Sec. IV. We supplement our
work with further numerical results in Appendix A, and
we provide the details of our Magnus expansion in Ap-
pendix B.

II. STARK GAUGE PROTECTION

Gauge theories are fundamental frameworks for the de-
scription of interactions between elementary particles as
mediated by gauge bosons [40]. They give rise to an
abundance of local constraints that impose an intrinsic

relationship between the distribution of charged matter
and the resulting electromagnetic field at each point in
space and time [41]. These local constraints, such as
Gauss’s law as a prominent example from quantum elec-
trodynamics, are a manifestation of the gauge symmetry
of these models [42].

Currently, there are huge experimental efforts towards
implementations of gauge theories [43–53], given that re-
cent progress in synthetic quantum matter [5] has made
their quantum simulation a realistic prospect [54–60].
This has in turn led to a flurry of works on how to
stabilize gauge symmetry in realizations of these models
on quantum simulators [61–77]. Here, we briefly review
gauge theories and their stabilization schemes, before in-
troducing the concept of Stark gauge protection.

Let us consider an Abelian quantum gauge theory
described by the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 with local gauge-
symmetry generators Ĝj such that

[
Ĥ0, Ĝj

]
= 0, ∀j.

These commutation relations embody gauge invariance
of the model. The symmetry generator Ĝj imposes a lo-
cal constraint, which in an Abelian gauge theory is usu-
ally defined over a matter site and its neighboring gauge
links (see Sec. III for details). As such, the subscript

j indicates the matter site with which Ĝj is associated.
A state |φ〉 is said to be gauge-invariant when it sat-

isfies Ĝj |φ〉 = gj |φ〉 , ∀j, where the generators’ eigen-
values gj are so-called background charges. In a sys-
tem of L matter sites, the set of background charges
g = (g1, g2, . . . , gL) defines a unique gauge superselec-

tion sector. Since
[
Ĥ0, Ĝj

]
= 0, ∀j, the gauge-theory

Hamiltonian Ĥ0 can be block-diagonalized with respect
to the gauge superselection sectors, and no coupling be-
tween these sectors occurs under the action of Ĥ0.

In a realistic synthetic quantum matter implementa-
tion of gauge theories with both dynamical matter and
gauge fields, unavoidable gauge-breaking errors λĤ1 at
strength λ will arise, where

[
Ĥ1, Ĥ0

]
6= 0 and

[
Ĥ1, Ĝj

]
6=

0. These errors will break the gauge symmetry gener-
ated by Ĝj and couple different gauge superselection sec-
tors. For a system initially prepared in a given target
gauge sector gtar = (gtar

1 , gtar
2 , . . . , gtar

L ), several protec-
tion schemes have been proposed to stabilize gauge in-
variance in the presence of errors. One is to make the
target sector a ground-state manifold by adding a large

penalty term V
∑
j

(
Ĝj−gtar

j

)2
with protection strength

V � λ [73]. In gauge-theory quench dynamics, this has
been shown to stabilize gauge invariance up to all accessi-
ble times for finite systems in ED [73, 77], and for infinite
systems in infinite matrix product state (iMPS) calcu-
lations [78], which work directly in the thermodynamic
limit. This scheme has also been demonstrated to sta-
bilize gauge invariance in equilibrium, leading to a rich
gauge-violation quantum phase diagram [79]. A disad-
vantage of this scheme is that it involves terms quadratic
in Ĝj , which can be experimentally quite challenging to
implement.

Another scheme is based on a linear weighted sum
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of the gauge-symmetry local generators, V ĤG =
V
∑
j cjĜj , which allows for much more experimental

feasibility [75]. Instead of making a ground-state mani-
fold out of the target sector, this linear gauge protection
energetically isolates it from other sectors. This isola-
tion can be analytically shown to last up to timescales
exponential in V when the coefficients cj are compli-
ant, i.e., they are rational numbers satisfying the rela-
tion

∑
j cj
(
gj − gtar

j

)
= 0 ⇐⇒ gj = gtar

j , ∀j. However,
to guarantee the compliance condition, the sequence cj
will have to grow exponentially with system size L, which
becomes unfeasible in large-scale quantum simulations of
gauge theories. It turns out that a simpler experimen-
tally friendly sequence such as cj = (−1)j can stabilize
gauge invariance very well based on the quantum Zeno
effect (QZE) [80–83] in the case of local errors [75]. For a
gauge-invariant initial state, this noncompliant sequence
has been numerically shown to stabilize gauge invariance
up to all accessible times in both finite [75] and infinite-
size [78] spin-S U(1) quantum link models (QLMs), ex-
ceeding analytic predictions based on the QZE. In Z2 lat-
tice gauge theories (LGTs) where Ĝ2

j = Ĝj , this scheme
has been extended using local pseudogenerators (LPGs)

Ŵj , which act identically to Ĝj in the target sector but
not necessarily outside of it [38]. In particular, they sat-

isfy the relation Ŵj |φ〉 = gtar
j |φ〉 ⇐⇒ Ĝj |φ〉 = gtar

j |φ〉
at each local constraint associated with matter site j.
The linear protection term then takes the form V ĤW =
V
∑
j cj
(
Ŵj − gtar

j

)
, and the conclusions from Ref. [75]

apply the same way, with stabilization of gauge invari-
ance having been numerically demonstrated up to all ac-
cessible times in finite systems [38] and also recently in
the thermodynamic limit [84], even when cj is a noncom-
pliant repeating sequence over two or four matter sites.

If the system is initially prepared in a superposition
of an extensive number of gauge superselection sectors,
the effective disorder over their associated background
charges will become time-dependent in the presence of
gauge-breaking errors, thereby destroying DFL and lead-
ing to thermalization [29]. Since fine-tuning is very dif-
ficult to achieve in an experiment, stabilizing DFL be-
comes crucial. Even though the linear protection schemes
of Refs. [38, 75] have originally been devised for quenches
starting in a target gauge sector, they have surprisingly
performed well for quenches starting in a superposition
over an extensive number of gauge sectors. Indeed, us-
ing translation-invariant sequences cj that alternate be-
tween odd and even sites, linear gauge protection schemes
have stabilized DFL [36, 37] up to times at least linear
in the protection strength in agreement with the worst-
case prediction of the QZE, and at best up to timescales
quadratic in the protection strength. Naturally, it is
of great interest to devise a disorder-free stabilization
scheme that can restore DFL up to all accessible evo-
lution times.

In this paper, we achieve the latter through employing
the disorder-free Stark gauge protection, which for the

spin-S U(1) QLM takes the form

V ĤSGP = V
∑
j

j(−1)jĜj

= V
∑
j

j
(
n̂j + ŝzj−1,j + ŝzj,j+1

)
. (1)

In Sec. III A, we will focus on the case of the U(1) QLM
and show how SGP stabilizes DFL up to all accessible
times in our numerical results. In Sec. III B, we will
show how SGP can be extended to the case of the Z2

LGT by utilizing the associated LPG [38]. We show
the robustness of our conclusions with respect to sys-
tem size, where our results suggest better performance
of SGP with increasing system size. As we show ana-
lytically through a Magnus expansion (see details in Ap-
pendix B), the addition of the SGP term at moderate
or large protection strength V leads to the emergence
of an effective Hamiltonian where gauge-breaking terms
are not only suppressed by V , but also by the matter-
site index appearing in the Stark potential. As we derive
in Appendix B, the gauge errors are locally suppressed
∝ 1/[(2j + 1)V ]. We argue that this is the crucial in-
gredient in stabilizing DFL up to all accessible evolution
times.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now present our main numerical results obtained
from ED and Krylov-based time evolution [85, 86] for

the quench dynamics under Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V Ĥpro,

where V Ĥpro is one of several protection schemes em-

ployed in this work, including V ĤSGP. We will compare
the performance of SGP to other protection schemes both
numerically and analytically.

A. U(1) quantum link model

We first consider the paradigmatic (1+1)−dimensional
spin-S U(1) QLM given by the Hamiltonian [54, 64, 68,
87, 88]

Ĥ0 =

L∑
j=1

[
J

2a
√
S(S + 1)

(
σ̂−j ŝ

+
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1 + H.c.

)
+
µ

2
σ̂zj +

κ2a

2

(
ŝzj,j+1

)2]
. (2)

The first term of this Hamiltonian describes the creation
and annihilation of matter along with the concomitant
change in the electric field in order to preserve the gauge
symmetry. The Pauli ladder operators σ̂±j represent the
creation and annihilation of matter at lattice site j, where
the matter occupation there is given by n̂j =

(
σ̂zj +1

)
/2

with mass µ. The number of matter sites is denoted
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by L. The spin-S ladder operators ŝ±j,j+1 describe the
action of the gauge field at the link between matter sites
j and j + 1, and ŝzj,j+1 is the electric field on that link,
with coupling strength κ. The lattice spacing a is set
to unity throughout this work. In the limits of a → 0
and S → ∞, Eq. (2) retrieves the quantum field theory
limit of quantum electrodynamics, although convergence
to that limit can be achieved already with finite values
of a and small values of S in and out of equilibrium [89–
93]. Throughout our paper, we will set the energy scale
to J = 1.

The U(1) gauge symmetry of Eq. (2) is generated by
the operator

Ĝj = (−1)j
(
n̂j + ŝzj−1,j + ŝzj,j+1

)
, (3)

whose eigenvalues gj are the background charges, and

where
[
Ĥ0, Ĝj

]
= 0, ∀j. A set of eigenvalues gj over

the lattice define a gauge superselection sector g =(
g1, g2, . . . , gL

)
.

When the system is prepared in a translation-invariant
gauge-symmetric initial state, such as |ψz0〉 in Fig. 1, it
is expected to thermalize in the long-time limit after a
quench by Ĥ0, because the Hamiltonian (2) is ergodic in
the gauge superselection sector gj = 0, ∀j. Counterin-
tuitively, when the initial state is a translation-invariant
superposition of an extensive number of gauge superselec-
tion sectors, such as |ψx0 〉 in Fig. 1, the dynamics localizes
up to all times in the wake of a quench under the non-
integrable Hamiltonian Ĥ0, and the system permanently
retains memory of its initial state. This localization is
due to the superposition dynamically inducing an effec-
tive disorder over the background charges of the different
gauge superselection sectors. Intriguingly, this leads to
DFL even when the model (2) is disorder-free and nonin-
tegrable, and there is no disorder in the initial state |ψx0 〉
[25, 26].

However, it has been shown that DFL requires fine-
tuning, and even perturbative gauge-breaking errors can
destroy it [29]. An example of such errors that may arise
in a realistic implementation [50] of the spin-S U(1) QLM
takes the form

λĤ1 = λ
∑
j

[
σ̂−j σ̂

−
j+1 +

ŝ+
j,j+1

2
√
S(S + 1)

+ H.c.

]
. (4)

The Hamiltonian Ĥ1 describes the creation and annihi-
lation of matter without a corresponding simultaneous
action from the gauge field and vice versa, leading to the
violation of Gauss’s law, and hence, the destruction of
DFL.

Recently, a disorder-free single-body protection scheme
has been proposed,

V ĤG = V
∑
j

(−1)jĜj , (5)

which stabilizes DFL up to timescales quadratic in the
protection strength V [36]. The underlying principle is

| x
0 i
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Figure 1. (Color online). Domain-wall initial states used
in the case of the U(1) quantum link model. The gauge-
invariant state |ψz

0〉 resides in the gauge superselection sector
gj = 0, ∀j. The initial state |ψx

0 〉 is not gauge-invariant, and
forms a superposition over an extensive number of gauge su-
perselection sectors.

the quantum Zeno dynamics [80–83], which guarantees a
controlled gauge violation up to timescales at least linear
in V . After these timescales, DFL quickly vanishes giving
way to thermalization [36].

We now compare this scheme to that of SGP (1) by
first looking at the imbalance

I(t) =
1

Lt

∫ t

0

ds

L∑
j=1

pj 〈ψ(s)| n̂j |ψ(s)〉 , (6)

where |ψ(t)〉 = e−iĤt |ψ0〉, Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V Ĥpro is
the faulty gauge theory that we attempt to stabilize with
the protection term V Ĥpro, |ψ0〉 is the initial state, and
pj = 〈ψ0| σ̂zj |ψ0〉. Let us first initialize our system in the
domain-wall initial state |ψx0 〉 shown in Fig. 1, which is
a superposition over an extensive number of gauge su-
perselection sectors due to Ĝj defined in Eq. (3). The
corresponding quench dynamics is shown in Fig. 2, cal-
culated in ED for L = 4 matter sites and L = 4 gauge
links with periodic boundary conditions. As we will show
later, our conclusions also hold for larger system sizes.

Quenching with the ideal gauge theory Ĥ0, the imbal-
ance (6) is expected to decay to zero for a translation- and
gauge-invariant initial state such as |ψz0〉 due to thermal-
ization, and indeed it does [36]. On the other hand, for
the superposition initial state |ψx0 〉, the system will per-
manently retain memory of its initial condition and, as
a result, the imbalance will settle into a nonzero plateau
that persists over all accessible evolution times, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). However, in realistic experimental imple-
mentations of gauge theories with dynamical matter and
gauge fields, there will always be unavoidable errors λĤ1

at strength λ 6= 0 that will undermine gauge invariance.
The effect of these errors can be drastic, destroying DFL
fairly quickly [29, 36], as demonstrated by the red curve
in Fig. 2(a) where λ = 0.5J . Upon adding the SGP
term (1) at an experimentally friendly value of the protec-
tion strength V = 10J , the DFL plateau is restored qual-
itatively up to all accessible evolution times in ED. This
is contrasted with the staggered protection in the form
of V ĤG = V

∑
j(−1)jĜj , which stabilizes DFL only up

to a timescale ∝ V 2/(Jλ2) [36].
This picture is corroborated by looking at the expec-

tation value of the projector P̂g onto the gauge superse-
lection sector g = (−1,+1,−1,+1) in Fig. 2(b). In the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (Color online). Stark gauge protection in the spin-
1/2 U(1) quantum link model. The system is initialized in
the domain-wall state |ψx

0 〉 shown in Fig. 1, which is a su-
perposition over an extensive number of gauge superselection
sectors, and then quenched by Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V Ĥpro. Re-
sults are computed in exact diagonalization for L = 4 matter
sites and L = 4 gauge links with periodic boundary condi-
tions. (a) Disorder-free localization persists for all accessible
evolution times in the ideal case, where the imbalance (6)
does not thermalize to zero but rather settles into a plateau
with nonzero value for all times (yellow curve, λ = V = 0).
However, unavoidable errors (λ 6= 0) destroy DFL in the ab-
sence of protection (red curve, V = 0). When employing the

staggered protection V Ĥpro = V ĤG = V
∑

j(−1)jĜj , DFL is

restored up to a timescale ∝ V 2/(Jλ2) (light blue curve) [36].
In this work, we introduce the concept of Stark gauge protec-
tion V Ĥpro = V ĤSGP = V

∑
j j(−1)jĜj , which for the same

value of protection strength V = 10J restores DFL up to all
accessible evolution times. (b) The superior performance of
SGP is also evident in the expectation values of the projec-
tors P̂g onto the different superselection sectors g, where it

stabilizes 〈P̂g〉 near its initial value up to all accessible evo-
lution times, while the staggered protection stabilizes it only
up to times ∝ V 2/(Jλ2). (c) The mid-chain entanglement
entropy also shows better long-time localization under SGP
protection than its staggered counterpart.

dynamics under the ideal theory, 〈P̂g〉 will always remain
constant, but in the presence of unprotected errors, it
deviates immediately from its initial value and exhibits
more or less violent dynamics. Whereas the staggered

protection stabilizes 〈P̂g〉 at a plateau different from its
initial value up to a timescale ∝ V 2/(Jλ2) after which it
diverges quickly, the SGP stabilizes it very close to its ini-
tial value up to all accessible evolution times in ED. This
strongly suggests that the localization restored due to the
SGP is inherently related to the gauge symmetry of the
model. We have checked that our conclusions are quali-
tatively the same when considering projectors onto gauge
superselection sectors other than g = (−1,+1,−1,+1).

We now look at the mid-chain entanglement entropy
SL/2(t) in Fig. 2(c). Both the dynamics of SL/2(t) under
the staggered protection and SGP exactly reproduce the
ideal case up to a given time, after which the dynamics
with staggered protection shows SL/2(t) growing signifi-
cantly larger than in the case of SGP. This is indicative
of stabilized localization up to all times under SGP, in
contrast to staggered protection.

It is to be noted that even though we have used
µ = 0.7J in our ED calculations of Fig. 2, we have
checked that our conclusions are valid for different values
of µ. Furthermore, our conclusions also lend themselves
to larger link spin lengths S > 1/2 (see Appendix A).

We have employed a Magnus expansion in order to ar-
rive at an effective Hamiltonian describing the dynam-
ics of the faulty gauge theory with staggered protec-
tion or SGP. As detailed in Appendix B, the effective
Hamiltonian differs drastically depending on the type of
protection. Whereas for the staggered protection the
gauge-breaking terms in the effective Hamiltonian are
suppressed only by V , in the case of SGP they are lo-
cally suppressed by (2j+1)V ; see Appendix B. This nat-
urally leads to better stabilization of gauge invariance un-
der SGP, and indicates that this protection scheme may
maintain its performance in the thermodynamic limit.

In order to check this, we have employed a Krylov-
based time-evolution method in order to calculate the
dynamics of the imbalance (6) for the spin-1/2 U(1) QLM
with L = 8 matter sites and L = 8 gauge links under pe-
riodic boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. When the
initial state is a domain wall in the matter fields with the
electric fields locally aligned such that the wave function
is a superposition over an extensive number of superse-
lection sectors (an extension of |ψx0 〉 of Fig. 1 to L = 8
matter sites and L = 8 gauge links), we find that DFL is
more or less restored already at V = J in Fig. 3(a). In
fact, for V = 10J , the DFL plateau of the ideal case is
exactly reproduced quantitatively for all accessible evo-
lution times. Quantitatively, this is better performance
than the case of L = 4 matter sites shown in Fig. 2(a).
There, the DFL plateau is restored qualitatively for all
times, but agrees quantitatively with that of the ideal
case up to t ≈ 102/J . On the other hand, for the larger
system size shown in Fig. 3(a), the ideal DFL plateau is
restored up to at least two orders of magnitude longer,
i.e., t = 104/J . This is in agreement with our expectation
that with larger system sizes gauge-breaking errors will
be further suppressed when employing SGP as this sup-
pression is locally proportional to the matter-site index j.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (Color online). Quench dynamics under the faulty

theory Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP, where Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian (2)

of the U(1) QLM with S = 1/2, and ĤSGP is the correspond-
ing Stark gauge protection (1). The error term is given in
Eq. (4). These numerical results are obtained using Krylov-
based methods for chains of L = 8 matter sites and L = 8
gauge links with periodic boundary conditions. (a) Starting
in a domain-wall initial state that is a superposition over an
extensive number of gauge sectors, such as |ψx

0 〉 in Fig. 1,
the system does not thermalize in the ideal case (λ = V = 0),
and disorder-free localization is prominent up to all accessible
evolution times. In the presence of errors without any protec-
tion, DFL is destroyed, and the system thermalizes with the
imbalance going to zero rather quickly. Upon adding SGP,
already small values of the protection strength such as V = J
stabilize DFL quite well. At V = 10J , we find that SGP re-
stores DFL not just qualitatively but also quantitatively for
all accessible evolution times, outperforming the same case
for the smaller system size shown in Fig. 2(a). (b) Start-
ing in a gauge-invariant domain-wall initial state such as |ψz

0〉
of Fig. 1, we see that the imbalance vanishes in all cases.
When SGP is turned on, it merely quantitatively restores the
ideal thermalizing dynamics in this case, but no localization
is present.

This full quantitative agreement between the dynamics
under the faulty theory with SGP and under the ideal
case indicates that the DFL appearing in the presence
of SGP is due to the U(1) gauge symmetry of the ideal
theory, and not due to Stark-MBL.

In order to further rule out that the localization seen
in Figs. 2 and 3(a) is due to Stark-MBL, we consider
the gauge-invariant state |ψz0〉 shown in Fig. 1, albeit for
L = 8 matter sites. The dynamics of its imbalance (6) is

shown in the wake of a quench with Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP

in Fig. 3(b). As expected, the imbalance under the ideal
theory (λ = V = 0) vanishes at long times, indicating
thermalization (yellow curve). When errors are added
without protection, the imbalance also decays to zero,
but is qualitatively different from the ideal case in its

dynamics (red curve). Upon adding SGP, we see that
at any considered value of V the dynamics under the
ideal theory is quantitatively retrieved, with the imbal-
ance decaying to zero at long times. This shows that
adding SGP merely restores the original gauge symme-
try of the ideal U(1) QLM, and DFL can arise only when
the initial state is itself a superposition of an extensive
number of gauge superselection sectors. Even though the
gauge-invariant initial state used in Fig. 3(b) is in the
superselection sector gj = 0, ∀j, we have checked that
starting in a translation-invariant initial state in the tar-
get sector gj = (−1)j , for example, also leads to the same
conclusion.

B. Z2 lattice gauge theory

We now explore the potential of SGP in implementa-
tions of the Z2 LGT given by the Hamiltonian [94–97]

Ĥ0 =

L∑
j=1

[
J
(
â†j τ̂

z
j,j+1âj+1 + H.c.

)
− hτ̂xj,j+1

]
. (7)

The hard-core bosonic ladder operators â
(†)
j represent the

creation (annihilation) of matter at site j, with n̂j = â†j âj
denoting the hard-core boson number operator there, and

the Pauli matrix τ̂
x(z)
j,j+1 represents the electric (gauge)

field at the link between matter sites j and j + 1. The
energy scale is set by J = 1. The generator of the Z2

gauge symmetry of this model is

Ĝj = (−1)n̂j τ̂xj−1,j τ̂
x
j,j+1, (8)

and gauge invariance becomes manifest in the commuta-
tion relations

[
Ĥ0, Ĝj

]
= 0, ∀j. In addition to the Z2

gauge symmetry, the Z2 LGT (7) hosts a global U(1)
symmetry in the form of boson-number conservation.

Recently, a building block of this model has been im-
plemented in an ultracold atom experiment [49], and a
superconducting qubit setup has been proposed [60]. Ex-
perimentally relevant errors inspired from these setups
take the following form for an extended system:

λĤ1 = λ

L∑
j=1

{[
â†j âj+1

(
α1τ̂

+
j,j+1 + α2τ̂

−
j,j+1 + 1

)
+ H.c.

]
+
(
α3n̂j − α4n̂j+1 + 1

)
τ̂zj,j+1

}
, (9)

where the coefficients αn depend on a dimensionless driv-
ing parameter in the experiment of Ref. [49]. When the
latter is set to its optimal value, this renders the coeffi-
cients as α1 = 0.5110, α2 = −0.4953, α3 = 0.7696, and
α4 = 0.2147, where we have normalized them such that
their sum is unity. These are the values that we will
use for the main results of our work. However, we have
checked that different values of αn do not affect the con-
clusions of our study. The error term (9) violates the Z2
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Figure 4. (Color online). Domain-wall initial states used
in the case of the Z2 lattice gauge theory. The gauge-
invariant state |ψx

0 〉 resides in the gauge superselection sector
gj = +1, ∀j. The initial state |ψz

0〉 is not gauge-invariant,
and forms a superposition over an extensive number of gauge
superselection sectors.

gauge symmetry of the model in Eq. (7),
[
Ĥ1, Ĝj

]
6= 0,

but it does conserve boson number,
[
Ĥ1,

∑
j n̂j

]
= 0,

leaving the global U(1) symmetry of Eq. (7) intact.
Unlike the case of the U(1) QLM considered in

Sec. III A, gauge protection terms linear in Ĝj (8) are
experimentally very difficult to realize in the case of the
Z2 LGT, since Eq. (8) includes three-body terms. A con-
venient solution is employing gauge protection linear in
the pseudogenerator (LPG) [38]

Ŵj(g
tar
j ) = τ̂xj−1,j τ̂

x
j,j+1 + 2gtar

j n̂j , (10)

where gtar
j is the local charge of the target superselection

sector gtar = (gtar
1 , gtar

2 , . . . , gtar
L ). The LPG acts identi-

cally to Ĝj in the target sector, satisfying the relation

Ŵj |φ〉 = gtar
j |φ〉 ⇐⇒ Ĝj |φ〉 = gtar

j |φ〉 . (11)

One can then extend the principles of linear gauge pro-
tection [75] by adding the term

V ĤW = V
∑
j

cj
[
Ŵj(g

tar
j )− gtar

j

]
, (12)

which stabilizes gauge invariance and penalizes processes
away from the target sector. Even more, the term (12)
has been shown to also stabilize a gauge theory also when
the initial state is a superposition of an extensive number
of gauge superselection sectors, protecting and even en-
hancing DFL in the Z2 LGT for an alternating sequence
cj up to times linear in the protection strength V based
on the QZE [37]. This enhancement is due to the fact

that the local symmetry associated with Ŵj constitutes
an extension of the original Z2 gauge symmetry, which it
contains. This therefore leads to an increase in the back-
ground charges associated with the superposition initial
state, since in the large-V limit the effective Hamiltonian,
which can be derived using the formalism of quantum
Zeno subspaces, hosts both the symmetry due to Ŵj and

the Z2 gauge symmetry generated by Ĝj (8). This leads
to a greater effective disorder over more gauge sectors,
which in turn enhances DFL [37].

Let us now compare the stabilization of DFL be-
tween using the staggered protection term with cj =

[6(−1)j + 5]/11 in Eq. (12) as has been done in Ref. [37],
and employing the SGP term

V ĤSGP = V
∑
j

j
[
Ŵj(g

tar
j )− gtar

j

]
. (13)

We shall use gtar
j = +1, ∀j, in Eqs. (12) and (13) re-

gardless of whether we start in a gauge-invariant state
residing in that gauge sector, like |ψx0 〉 in Fig. 4, or in
an initial state that is a superposition over gauge sec-
tors, like |ψz0〉 in Fig. 4. We have checked that the chosen
value of gtar

j does not alter our conclusions. We now
prepare our system in |ψz0〉 of Fig. 4, which is a domain
wall from the perspective of the matter fields, with its
left half fully occupied while its right half is empty, but
its electric fields are pointed along the z-direction such
that it becomes a superposition of an extensive number
of gauge sectors. We then quench with the faulty the-
ory Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V Ĥpro, with Ĥpro being either Eq. (12)
with cj = [6(−1)j + 5]/11 (staggered protection) or the
SGP of Eq. (13). The dynamics of the imbalance (6) is
shown in Fig. 5, calculated in ED. In the ideal case of
λ = V = 0, we see that the imbalance does not go to
zero, settling into a finite-value plateau up to all acces-
sible times. Despite |ψz0〉 being a translation-invariant
state quenched by a translation-invariant nonintegrable
model, DFL arises and the system retains memory of its
initial state up to all times. Upon accounting for the ex-
perimentally unavoidable errors (λ 6= 0), we see in the
unprotected case that the imbalance quickly decays to
zero, indicating thermalization. Upon adding the stag-
gered protection at the experimentally feasible strength
V = 10J , we see a short trace of enhanced DFL, which
then quickly thereafter decays to zero. However, em-
ploying SGP at the same protection strength gives rise
to enhanced DFL that lasts up to all evolution times ac-
cessible in ED.

This enhanced DFL can also be witnessed in the mid-
chain entanglement entropy SL/2(t), shown in Fig. 5(b).
Unprotected errors lead to further spreading of the wave
function in the Hilbert space relative to the ideal case.
Upon adding the staggered protection at V = 10J , local-
ized behavior can be seen at relatively short times, after
which the behavior is very close to the case of unprotected
errors. However, SGP at the same value of V = 10J
shows enhanced localization in the Hilbert space up to
all accessible evolution times in ED. It is worth remark-
ing here that upon adding the SGP term, we see a faster
growth in the mid-chain entanglement entropy at very
early times compared to the ideal case in Fig. 5(b). This
can be explained by looking at the effective Zeno Hamil-
tonian in the limit of large V , which is valid at these early
times [37]:

ĤQZE = V ĤSGP +
∑
w

P̂w

(
Ĥ0 + λĤ1

)
P̂w, (14)

where P̂w are the projectors onto the superselection sec-
tors w associated with the local symmetry due to the
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Figure 5. (Color online). Stark gauge protection in the Z2

lattice gauge theory in the presence of unavoidable experi-
mental errors. The initial state |ψz

0〉 is a superposition of an
extensive number of superselection sectors, and a domain wall
in the matter fields, such that the left half is occupied while
the right half is empty (see Fig. 4). The results are calculated
in exact diagonalization for L = 4 matter sites and L = 4
gauge links with periodic boundary conditions. (a) The im-
balance (6) does not decay to zero in the ideal case, giving
rise to a disorder-free localization. In the presence of gauge-
breaking errors, DFL is quickly destroyed. Previous works
have introduced “staggered protection” terms consisting of a
linear alternating sum of the local pseudogenerator (staggered
protection), a simplification of the gauge-symmetry generator,
but that is experimentally simpler to realize and is associated
with a richer local symmetry [38]. At a moderate protection
strength V = 10J , we see that this scheme does not fare well
for an error strength of λ = 0.5J . In contrast, Stark gauge
protection (13) shows great stabilization of the DFL plateau,
now enhanced with respect to the ideal case due to the richer
local symmetry associated with the local pseudogenerator (see
text for details). (b) This picture is further affirmed in the
behavior of the mid-chain entanglement entropy. Whereas the
staggered protection protects localization at relatively short
times but then delocalization takes over, SGP gives rise to
greater localization in the Hilbert space than the ideal case
up to all accessible evolution times.

LPG Ŵj . The Hamiltonian (14) commutes with the

LPG, but Ĥ0 of Eq. (7) does not. As such, whereas

in the ideal case Ĥ0 can only drive intra-sector dynamics
within each sector g, in the enhanced model (14) it ad-
ditionally drives intra- and inter-sector dynamics in the
emergent sectors w, which leads to a faster growth of
SL/2(t) at very early times. Nevertheless, when consid-
ering the whole period of accessible evolution times in
ED, we find that the dynamics exhibits clear DFL be-
havior that at long times is more localized than under
the ideal theory (7).

Even though the results of Fig. 5 are for the Z2 LGT on

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (Color online). Quench dynamics under the faulty

theory Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP, where Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian (7)

of the Z2 LGT and ĤSGP is the corresponding Stark gauge
protection (13). The error term is given in Eq. (9). These
numerical results are obtained using Krylov-based methods
for chains of L = 8 matter sites and L = 8 gauge links with
periodic boundary conditions. (a) The quench dynamics of
the imbalance for the initial state |ψz

0〉 (see Fig. 4), whose
left half is occupied with bosons at each matter site, while its
right half is empty, and whose electric fields all point along the
z-direction, rendering this initial state a superposition of an
extensive number of gauge superselection sectors. In the ideal
case of λ = V = 0, the dynamics is nonergodic, and disorder-
free localization manifests as a finite-value plateau in the im-
balance that lasts up to all accessible evolution times. Unpro-
tected errors (λ = 0.5J , V = 0) quickly destroy DFL. Upon
introducing SGP with the local pseudogenerator, Eq. (13),
DFL is restored and even enhanced already for a small value
of the protection strength V = J . For V = 10J , we observe
a stable plateau with a relatively large imbalance. This en-
hancement in DFL is due to the local pseudogenerator being
associated with a local symmetry richer than the Z2 gauge
symmetry of the ideal theory (see text for details). (b) Start-
ing in a gauge-invariant domain-wall state like |ψx

0 〉 of Fig. 4
leads to a vanishing imbalance regardless of the values of λ
and V that we use, and the system thermalizes already over
the timescales we simulate.

a chain of L = 4 matter sites and L = 4 gauge links with
periodic boundary conditions, our conclusions carry on to
larger system sizes. Using Krylov-based time-evolution
methods, we repeat the quench with Ĥ0 +λĤ1 +V ĤSGP

for a system size of L = 8 matter sites and L = 8
gauge links with periodic boundary conditions. The cor-
responding imbalance dynamics are shown in Fig. 6(a)
for the superposition domain-wall initial state |ψz0〉. Once
again, we see that SGP performs quantitatively even bet-
ter for larger systems, exhibiting a larger value in the re-
sulting DFL plateau compared to Fig. 5(a) at V = 10J .
Indeed, even for a small protection-strength value of
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V = J , the imbalance decays very slowly and does not
vanish over the timescales we achieve in our numerical
simulations.

In order to confirm that the DFL we observe in the
presence of SGP is not traditional Stark-MBL, we con-
sider the domain-wall initial state |ψx0 〉 shown in Fig. 4,
but for L = 8 matter sites and L = 8 gauge links. This
state is gauge-invariant and resides in the gauge supers-
election sector gtar

j = +1, ∀j. Upon quenching this ini-

tial state with Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP, we see that regard-
less of the considered values of λ and V , the imbalance
decays to zero, indicating that the system thermalizes.
This suggests that SGP does not cause localization on its
own, but rather that for DFL to occur, the initial state
must still be a superposition over an extensive number
of gauge sectors. It is interesting to note here that the
dynamics under SGP does not quantitatively reproduce
the thermalizing dynamics of the ideal case of quench-
ing |ψx0 〉 by Eq. (7). This is because the SGP protection
at sufficiently large V induces an effective model with
an enhanced local symmetry, and therefore the dynamics
are expected to be quantitatively different from that of
the ideal case, albeit qualitatively similar insomuch that
thermalization occurs in both cases.

Finally, we note that we have checked that our conclu-
sions remain the same for different values of h in Eq. (7)
and of the coefficients αn in Eq. (9).

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have introduced the concept of Stark
gauge protection, which comprises a linear sum of the
gauge-symmetry generator or pseudogenerator weighted
by coefficients proportional to the matter-site index
(Stark potential) associated with the (pseudo)generator.
Using exact diagonalization and Krylov-based time-
evolution methods, we have shown how it vastly out-
performs previous methods in terms of stabilizing and
enhancing disorder-free localization, with the latter re-
stored up to all accessible evolution times at moderate
values of the protection strength.

Through a Magnus expansion, the details of which can
be found in Appendix B, we have shown that by employ-
ing Stark gauge protection, the dynamics is effectively
propagated by an emergent Hamiltonian in which gauge-
breaking terms are suppressed not only by the protec-
tion strength, but also by the matter-site index. This
suggests that with increasing system size, Stark gauge
protection should maintain not just its qualitative but
also its quantitative performance. Numerical simulations
carried out using Krylov-based time-evolution methods
confirm this picture and even show that the performance
of Stark gauge protection improves with system size.

We have demonstrated our work on two paradigmatic
models, a spin-S U(1) quantum link model and a Z2 lat-
tice gauge theory consisting of gauge fields coupled to
dynamic matter, both of which are prime models when it
comes to modern synthetic quantum matter realizations
of gauge theories. Our scheme is readily amenable for
implementation in setups of Rydberg atoms with optical
tweezers in the case of the Z2 lattice gauge theory [37],
and in large-scale Bose–Hubbard quantum simulators for
the spin-1/2 U(1) quantum link model [52, 53].
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Appendix A: Supporting results

To demonstrate that the performance of SGP is inde-
pendent of the link spin length S, we have repeated in
ED the calculations of Fig. 2(a) for S = 1 and S = 3/2,
shown in Fig. 7(a,b), respectively. The initial state is the
same |ψx0 〉 of Fig. 1, which also in the case of S > 1/2
is a superposition of an extensive number of gauge su-
perselection sectors. We have chosen the strength of the
electric-field coupling to be κ/J = 0.3, although we have
checked that our conclusions are unchanged for different
values of this parameter.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the qualitative behavior of
SGP compared with staggered protection is the same for
S > 1/2 as in the case of S = 1/2, in that whereas
the latter protects DFL up to times at most quadratic
in the protection strength, SGP stabilizes DFL up to all
accessible times in ED.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (Color online). Same as Fig. 2(a), but for a link
spin length (a) S = 1 and (b) S = 3/2, with an electric-field
coupling strength κ/J = 0.3. The performance of SGP is
qualitatively the same as in the case of S = 1/2, stabilizing
DFL up to all accessible evolution times.

Appendix B: Magnus expansion

To obtain further insights into the structure of the effective Hamiltonian governing the time evolution at large
protection strength V , we employ a Magnus expansion [98]. To this end, we divide the faulty-theory Hamiltonian into

two parts Ĥ = V Ĥpro + Ĥbare, where Ĥbare = Ĥ0 + λĤ1, and switch into the interaction picture. The dynamics of

an arbitrary operator Ô is

Ô(t) = eiV ĤprotÔ(0)e−iV Ĥprot. (B1)

Due to the integer spectrum of Ĥpro, Ô(t) is a time-periodic operator Ô(t) = Ô(t + mT ), m ∈ Z, with the period

T = 2π/V . Specifically, the Fourier series of Ĥbare is given by

Ĥbare(t) =

+∞∑
l=−∞

Ĥbare,le
ilV t. (B2)

In the systems considered in this article,

Ĥbare,0 ≡ Ĥ0, (B3)

which corresponds to the gauge-invariant ideal Hamiltonian. The terms with l 6= 0 contribute to the gauge-breaking
processes.

The time-evolution operator for the state is

Û(t) = T
{
e−i

∫ t
0
dτĤbare(τ)

}
, (B4)

with T the time-ordering operator. The procedure of the Magnus expansion [98, 99] is to re-express Eq. (B4) as a

real exponential of an operator, Û(t) = exp Ω̂(t), where the skew-Hermitian matrix Ω̂(t) is constructed as a series
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expansion Ω̂(t) =
∑∞
n=0 Ω̂n(t) in powers n of Ĥbare. The first three terms of the expansion are

Ω̂0(t) = −i
∫ t

0

dt1 Ĥbare(t1), (B5a)

Ω̂1(t) = −1

2

∫ t

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2
[
Ĥbare(t1), Ĥbare(t2)

]
, (B5b)

Ω̂2(t) =
i

6

∫ t

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2

∫ t2

0

dt3

([
Ĥbare(t1),

[
Ĥbare(t2), Ĥbare(t3)

]]
+
[
Ĥbare(t3),

[
Ĥbare(t2), Ĥbare(t1)

]])
. (B5c)

The absolute convergence of the above expansion requires [98]

∫ T

0

dt
∣∣∣∣Ĥbare(t)

∣∣∣∣ < 0.20925, (B6)

which can be always satisfied for finite systems with a sufficiently large V ∼ JL.

Equation (B5a) can be dramatically simplified at the stroboscopic time t = mT . For convenience, define Û(mT ) =

exp
{
− imTĤeff

}
and Ĥeff =

∑∞
n=0 Ĥ

(n)
eff . The relation between the nth-order effective Floquet Hamiltonian Ĥ

(n)
eff

and Ω̂n is Ĥ
(n)
eff = iΩ̂n(T )/T . With the help of the Fourier series Eq. (B2), the effective Floquet Hamiltonian can be

expressed as [98, 99]

Ĥ
(0)
eff = Ĥbare,0 = Ĥ0, (B7a)

Ĥ
(1)
eff =

∞∑
l=1

1

lV

([
Ĥbare,l, Ĥbare,−l

]
−
[
Ĥbare,l, Ĥbare,0

]
+
[
Ĥbare,−l, Ĥbare,0

])
. (B7b)

When V is sufficiently large, the dominant Hamiltonian is Ĥ0
eff , and Ĥ

(1)
eff is negligible, which means that the ideal

theory is reliably protected. This coincides with the QZE prediction [36, 37]. The first-order effective Hamilto-

nian (B7b) contains the gauge-breaking processes
[
Ĥbare,l>0, Ĥbare,0

]
, which lead to the breakdown of DFL for the

case of staggered protection, but, as we will show, not for the case of SGP. Now we consider the U(1) QLM. For

notational brevity, we define Γ = J/
[
2
√
S(S + 1)

]
(with the lattice spacing set to a = 1). The explicit form of the

effective Floquet Hamiltonian for the staggered protection is

Ĥ
(1)
eff =

∑
j

λ

2V

{
λ

2

[
2σ̂−j−1σ̂

z
j σ̂

+
j+1 + 2σ̂+

j−1σ̂
z
j σ̂
−
j+1 +

ŝzj,j+1

S(S + 1)
+ σ̂zj + σ̂zj+1

]

−
[
Jσ̂−j ŝ

z
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1

2S(S + 1)
− 2µσ̂−j σ̂

−
j+1 +

Γ

2
σ̂zj ŝ
−
j,j+1 +

Γ

2
ŝ−j,j+1σ̂

z
j+1 + Γσ̂−j σ̂

z
j+1ŝ

−
j+1,j+2σ̂

+
j+2

+ Γσ̂+
j−1ŝ

−
j−1,j σ̂

z
j σ̂
−
j+1 −

κ2

4
√
S(S + 1)

(
ŝzj,j+1ŝ

+
j,j+1 + ŝ+

j,j+1ŝ
z
j,j+1

)
+ H.c.

]}
. (B8)

For the SGP term, Ĥ
(1)
eff also contains gauge-breaking processes. In principle, these terms could also lead to the

breakdown of DFL. However, the numerical results show the stabilization of DFL for all the accessible evolution
times in ED and Krylov-based methods. As we discuss in the main text, this arises from the effective inhomogeneous
Hamiltonian, which differs from the well-known Hilbert space fragmentation and Stark-MBL. The explicit form of
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Ĥ
(1)
eff in the case of SGP is

Ĥ
(1)
eff =

λ2

2(L+ 1)V

[
ŝzL,L+1

S(S + 1)
+ σ̂zL + σ̂zL+1

]
+
∑
j 6=L

λ2

2(2j + 1)V

[
ŝzj,j+1

S(S + 1)
+ σ̂zj + σ̂zj+1

]

− λ

(L+ 1)V

[
Jσ̂−L ŝ

z
L,L+1σ̂

−
L+1

2S(S + 1)
− 2µσ̂−L σ̂

−
L+1 +

Γ

2
σ̂zLŝ

−
L,L+1 +

Γ

2
ŝ−L,L+1σ̂

z
L+1

+ Γσ̂−L σ̂
z
L+1ŝ

−
L+1,L+2σ̂

+
L+2 + Γσ̂+

L−1ŝ
−
L−1,Lσ̂

z
Lσ̂
−
L+1 −

κ2a

4
√
S(S + 1)

ŝzL,L+1ŝ
+
L,L+1

− κ2a

4
√
S(S + 1)

ŝ+
L,L+1ŝ

z
L,L+1 + H.c.

]
−
∑
j 6=L

λ

(2j + 1)V

[
Jσ̂−j ŝ

z
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1

2S(S + 1)
− 2µσ̂−j σ̂

−
j+1

+
Γ

2
σ̂zj ŝ
−
j,j+1 +

Γ

2
ŝ−j,j+1σ̂

z
j+1 + Γσ̂−j σ̂

z
j+1ŝ

−
j+1,j+2σ̂

+
j+2 + Γσ̂+

j−1ŝ
−
j−1,j σ̂

z
j σ̂
−
j+1

− κ2

4
√
S(S + 1)

ŝzj,j+1ŝ
+
j,j+1 −

κ2

4
√
S(S + 1)

ŝ+
j,j+1ŝ

z
j,j+1 + H.c.

]
. (B9)

Note how in both Eqs. (B8) and (B9) the terms ∝ κ2 automatically cancel each other out in the case of S = 1/2.

This makes sense because the term ∝
(
ŝzj,j+1

)2
in Eq. (2) is an inconsequential constant energy term when S = 1/2

that can be omitted.
Let us now numerically investigate the resulting effective Hamiltonian

Ĥeff = Ĥ0 + Ĥ
(1)
eff , (B10)

with Ĥ
(1)
eff given in Eq. (B9), for the spin-1/2 U(1) QLM. We first consider the superposition initial state |ψx0 〉 shown

in Fig. 1. As we have already established, its quench dynamics under Ĥ0 will lead to DFL, with the imbalance settling
into a nonzero plateau up to all accessible times. Even though gauge-breaking errors λĤ1 with λ 6= 0 will destroy
DFL, adding SGP and quenching by Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP at moderate or large V will stabilize DFL up to all times;
see Fig. 2(a). We show this in Fig. 8(a) for λ = 0.5J and V = 100J . We now compare this to the imbalance under the

effective Hamiltonian Ĥeff (B10). As shown in Fig. 8(a), DFL is restored up to all times, with quantitative agreement

with the corresponding case of Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP up to times at least ∝ V 2/(J2λ) (see below). Interestingly, when

we trivially remove the site-dependence in the prefactors of Ĥeff, we get a spatially homogeneous Hamiltonian Ĥ ′eff.

The imbalance under Ĥ ′eff looks qualitatively very similar to the case of a quench by Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤG, i.e., under
staggered protection. The imbalance is stabilized up to times at most quadratic in V , after which it decays to zero due
to thermalization. This strongly suggests that the site-dependence of the prefactors in the effective Hamiltonian (B10)
is the key ingredient of the permanent stabilization of DFL in the case of SGP.

For completeness, we also check the dynamics of the imbalance under the effective Hamiltonian (B10) after starting
in the gauge-invariant initial state |ψz0〉 of Fig. 1. The corresponding result is shown in Fig. 8(b), where we again
find that the imbalance decays to zero, and shows quantitative agreement with the case of SGP up to times at least
∝ V 2/(J2λ), as we have checked numerically.

Let us now determine the timescale up to which Ĥeff (B10) is expected to quantitatively agree with the faulty

theory Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤSGP. In order to do this, let us look at the second-order effective Floquet Hamiltonian, which
reads

Ĥ
(2)
eff =−

+∞∑
l1,l2,l3=−∞

1

6T

∫ T

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2

∫ t2

0

dt3
[
Ĥbare,l1 ,

[
Ĥbare,l2 , Ĥbare,l3

]]
×
(
eil1V t1+il2V t2+il3V t3 + eil1V t3+il2V t2+il3V t1

)
. (B11)

When V � J ∼ µ� λ, the largest contribution in the second-order effective Floquet Hamiltonian Eq. (B11) is given
by

− 1

6T

∫ T

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2

∫ t2

0

dt3
[
Ĥbare,0,

[
Ĥbare,0, Ĥbare,l

]](
eilV t1 + eilV t3 − 2eilV t2

)
= − 1

V 2l2
[
Ĥbare,0,

[
Ĥbare,0, Ĥbare,l

]]
∼ J2Lλ

V 2
, (B12)
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (Color online). Numerically investigating the effective Hamiltonian (up to first-order in Floquet theory) given in
Eq. (B10). (a) In the case of the superposition initial state |ψx

0 〉 (see Fig. 1), it leads to a finite imbalance plateau up to all

accessible evolution times, showing very good quantitative agreement with the faulty theory Ĥ0 +λĤ1 +V ĤSGP up to at least
t ∝ V 2/(J2λ), as we have numerically checked. When trivially removing the site-dependence of the prefactors in Eq. (B9),

the imbalance looks qualitatively similar to the case of staggered protection (i.e., a quench under Ĥ0 + λĤ1 + V ĤG), with the
DFL restored up to times quadratic in V , after which the imbalance decays and the system thermalizes. (b) In the case of the
gauge-invariant initial state |ψz

0〉, we also find that the effective Hamiltonian (B10) gives the same qualitative result as the ideal
theory and the faulty theory under SGP, where the imbalance decays to zero. There is also very good quantitative agreement
between the case with SGP and that with the effective Hamiltonian up to times at least quadratic in V , as we have checked
numerically.

which yields the “worst-case” valid timescale t ∼ V 2/(J2λL) for the Hamiltonian Ĥeff = Ĥ0 + Ĥ
(1)
eff . We have checked

numerically that this is indeed the case.
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